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Foreword

Digitalization and online platforms provide numerous benefits to firms and 
consumers, including increased choice and economic opportunity, but they can 
also raise market concentration and competition concerns. Features of many 
digital platforms – multisidedness, zero-price, use of data, network effects and 
competition for rather than in the market – have led competition authorities 
to rethink traditional tools. In doing so, they have taken diverse views of the 
consumer welfare standard and the ability of digital markets to self-correct. As a 
consequence, international differences have emerged, adding to trade tensions. 

With competition governance questions entering mainstream political discourse, 
there is a need for a balanced, evidence-based reassessment of the proper role of 
competition policy. A common vision in this area may also provide a valuable basis 
for related debates on approaches to industrial policy, the role of the state in the 
economy and distributing the gains from digital innovation. This paper outlines the 
following considerations and recommendations for the way forward:

1. One size does not fit all. Authorities need to better understand different 
business models in digital markets. 

2. Some competition law tools need rethinking. Traditional methods used to 
define the relevant market, measure market power, scrutinize mergers and 
weigh pro-competitive and anticompetitive effects may be unsuited to features 
of digital business models.

3. Upending established competition law frameworks appears to be 
unwarranted, as existing rules have been effectively applied in many cases. 

4. Global responses are needed in the form of cooperation among competition 
policy-makers and enforcers and coordination between competition and other 
authorities.

5. Predictability and convergence of regimes promotes innovation and 
investment in technology. The consumer welfare standard – properly 
construed – could form the basis for international principles. 

6. Digital literacy among users of digital services is essential for effective 
competition in digital markets.

7. Competition enforcement and consumer enforcement tools are important 
complements.

8. Compliance by design in digital products and services can alleviate certain 
concerns before they arise.

9. Effective long-term solutions may require continuous input from 
stakeholders, given the informational disadvantage at which governments 
find themselves.

10. Enforcement tools and remedies need to evolve. Competition authorities 
could more effectively use “market investigation” tools and interim measures 
to keep up with fast-changing digital markets and consider behavioural 
insights when designing remedies.

This paper is intended to support informed debate among non-experts and has 
benefitted from input from a diverse group of individuals. It is a product of the 
Platform for Shaping the Future of Trade and Global Economic Interdependence.

Sean Doherty 
Head of International Trade 
and Investment, Member of 
the Executive Committee, 
World Economic Forum

Aditi Sara Verghese
Policy Analyst, International 
Trade and Investment, 
World Economic Forum
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Digitalization transforms how we live, learn, earn, work, 
spend, trade, communicate, invest and innovate. The 
globalization and digitalization of the economy generate 
enormous benefits for citizens, including citizens of 
developing countries. Competition enforcers acknowledge 
the huge benefits of digitalization, such as new employment 
opportunities, greater convenience, personalized products 
and services, rapid delivery of products, easier social 
connections, ease of reaching scale for smaller companies 
and more.1 Multisided, digital platforms – key players in 
the digital economy – generate numerous user benefits 
by lowering transaction costs, introducing new products, 
enabling new types of transactions and improving the 
“match” between parties to an exchange. Platforms facilitate 
value generation from previously dormant resources, thereby 
expanding the economy. The substantial economic value to 
users of “free” platform services is difficult to quantify and 
is disregarded in traditional measures of economic activity, 
such as gross domestic product (GDP).2 

Against these benefits, concerns are also voiced regarding 
increased concentration in certain industries, including 
technology, labour’s falling share of income and growing 
income inequalities. Various commentators relate some of 
these concerns to insufficient competition and/or ineffective 
competition policies or enforcement. Consequently, some 
call for the largest technology companies to be broken up, 
or regulated like utilities, to reduce levels of concentration 
and eliminate leveraging of market power across different 
markets.3 Others suggest that it may be necessary to 
share data – a central asset of today’s (digital) businesses – 
among competitors to overcome entry/expansion barriers 
in certain markets4 or propose that digital markets need 
their own, specialist regulator.5 By contrast, others argue 
that digital markets are highly competitive, with significant 
investments in innovation, delivering choice and high-quality 
products and services to consumers at low cost.6 

Competition policy-makers and enforcers must, therefore, 
balance various concerns. The stakes are high; adopting 
the wrong approach risks jeopardizing the benefits 
that digitalization can deliver. The paucity of relevant 
statistics and empirical evidence and the rapid evolution 
of technology further complicate policy-making and 
necessitate its constant reassessment.7 Authorities around 
the world demonstrate varying degrees of faith in the ability 
of digital markets to self-correct, leading to divergent 
approaches to competition policy. 

Against this background, this white paper articulates the 
pertinent questions and considerations that can inform the 
optimal approach to competition policy in digital markets. 
It explores the challenges that digitalization engenders 

for different aspects of competition law and policy and 
presents an overview of some possible solutions. It 
considers the cross-border implications of competition 
enforcement, as many digital businesses are global and 
digitalization makes national boundaries less consequential. 
It discusses cross-policy implications as competition policy 
increasingly interacts with data protection/privacy issues 
and international trade. 

Several in-depth reports have been prepared in the ongoing 
debate on the correct scope, purpose and capabilities 
of competition law and policy to tackle the challenges 
of the digital economy.8 This white paper contributes to 
this important discussion and provides a set of policy 
recommendations.

Digital markets – digital economy – digital 
world

“Digital markets” can be defined as those in which 
companies develop and apply new technologies to existing 
businesses or create new services using digital capabilities.9 

The impact of digital technologies is felt across the 
economy, including in traditional sectors such as agriculture, 
construction and utilities. A truly “digital economy” is one 
in which businesses from across the industrial spectrum 
invest in digital capabilities and make the most productive 
use of them. As digitalization continues to transform 
the economy, and the line between offline and online 
businesses further blurs, concepts such as “digital markets” 
and “digital economy” may become redundant.10 For 
rigorous, forward-looking policy-making, “digital markets” 
or the “digital economy” should not be treated as segments 
distinguishable from the rest of the economy.

Features of multisided digital platforms 

Many digital businesses subjected to contemporary 
competition scrutiny employ the multisided platform model. 
This model involves distinct but interdependent sets of users 
interacting with one another via the platform.11 Traditional 
examples of multisided platforms include newspapers, real 
estate agents and credit card networks. This model has 
been so successful online that seven of the world’s top 10 
companies by market capitalization operate digital platforms.12

 
Platforms differ in important ways, including how they 
generate income, their size and profitability.13 There are 
notable differences between platforms that primarily 
generate revenue from advertising (usually to fund “free” 
services to users) and those that generate revenue from 
transaction-based commission or subscription fees. 

Introduction
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Examples of the former are search or social media services 
provided to users by Google or Facebook. Examples of 
the latter are ride-hailing or room rental services provided 
by Uber or Airbnb. Such differences in revenue generation 
are important for understanding, for example, the relevance 
of user data for the platform’s operations. Similarly, the 
business dynamics of transaction platforms differ from those 
of non-transaction platforms because the former must 
facilitate the conclusion of a transaction between users on 
different sides of the market on the platform to generate 
revenue. Competitive dynamics also differ depending on 
the platform’s business model. For example, multihoming 
(i.e. switching between, or simultaneous use of, competitor 
services) can be prevalent on one or both sides of the 
platform depending on the platform’s business model. 

Platforms also share many common features. Unlike 
traditional firms, platforms are not driven by supply-side 
economies of scale but by demand-side economies of 
scale, and shift production from inside the firm to outside 
the firm. Platforms not only create value themselves, but 
“orchestrate” external value creation through the interactions 
they facilitate.14 Consequently, platforms need to attract 
at least two different groups of users who will interact with 
each other. Such platforms are “matchmakers”, reducing 
transaction costs for parties who have something valuable 
to exchange.15 Unlike traditional firms, platforms first need 
to create economic value through these interactions, then 
achieve critical mass and network effects before they can 
capture a share of that value for monetization purposes.16

 
Digital platform markets have characteristics that require 
consideration in analysing their competitive conditions.17 
Their multisided nature implies that the participation of one 
group of users generates “network externalities” on the 
platform’s other side. Cross-network (indirect) externalities 
exist where demand on one side of the platform depends 
on participation on the other side (e.g. ride-hailing requires 
drivers and riders).18 Platforms may also benefit from direct 
network effects, where a user’s utility from the service 
directly increases with the number of other users of that 
service (e.g. social networks).19 Network effects imply that 
the efficiency and user benefits of platforms increase with 
their size. Network effects also affect the pricing structure 
(i.e. the relationship between the prices charged on the 
platform’s different sides). For multisided platforms, how the 
total price is divided between different sides may matter as 
much as price levels. This explains the frequent occurrence 
of zero-prices to users on one side subsidized by payment 
on the other side. Economies of scale are also typical in 
multisided markets, given their relatively high proportion of 
fixed costs (e.g. for research and development) and low 
variable costs.20

 

The particular features of multisided businesses and 
network effects can engender “winner-takes-all” dynamics 
and competition based on “ecosystems”.21 Prevalence of 
network effects may imply competition for the market rather 
than in the market.22 However, not all markets with online 
platforms are “winner-takes-all” or “winner-takes-most” 
markets, because these require strong network effects, high 
switching costs and user multihoming to be undesirable or 
difficult.23 Similarly, strong network effects can make these 
markets simultaneously efficient and concentrated. There is, 
thus far, no clear benchmark for efficient market structure in 
digital platform markets.24

Impact of digital platforms on the economy

For business users, platforms can simplify and reduce 
the costs of logistics and payment processing, enhance 
communications among suppliers and/or consumers and 
offer tailored advertising possibilities.25 They can enable 
new firms to establish an online presence and generate 
revenue in a global marketplace. By providing both small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and large companies 
with a distribution channel, platforms level the playing field 
between them and facilitate the same exposure to potential 
customers for both, thereby “democratizing markets”. 

For consumers, platforms reduce search costs, facilitate 
price and product comparisons and enable distance 
shopping. Similarly, platforms create new options for 
consumers, including shared workspaces, ride-hailing, food 
delivery and local freelance opportunities. These features 
provide consumers with more information, convenience, 
choice and competition, which reduce prices and improve 
quality. This is not to say that the economic effects of 
platforms have all been beneficial, given the myriad ways 
in which they can influence competition and privacy 
issues. Numerous tax-, employment- and data/privacy-
related concerns have been voiced globally, suggesting 
that there are wide-ranging issues requiring consideration 
when discussing the overall economic impact of platforms. 
Platforms may also have put companies out of business or 
substantially dented their performance. In the long run it is 
beneficial, in terms of consumer welfare and productivity, 
for less efficient companies to exit markets and be replaced 
by more efficient ones, provided that this happens within 
a competitive environment. It is crucial to distinguish these 
effects from those that are anticompetitive.
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Most competition laws focus on the welfare of consumers 
despite differing in how explicitly they state this.32 Economic 
welfare (or surplus) is the standard concept used in 
economics to measure the performance of a given industry.33 
“Consumer welfare” is the aggregate measure of the surplus 
of all consumers in an industry. Although a welfare standard 
does not consider issues of income distribution, because 
it is focused on “maximizing the size of the pie”, it can – 
and should – be interpreted dynamically to recognize the 
introduction of new products/services through investments 
in innovation and future quality improvements.34 Competition 
regimes in countries with different economies and at different 
development levels can pursue different objectives. 

In the debate about optimal competition policy in digital 
markets, some advocate abandoning the “consumer 
welfare” approach as the dominant paradigm. Such 
commentators are mostly from the US and subscribe to 
the so-called “new Brandeis School”.35 They take issue 
with the consumer welfare standard because it focuses on 
outcomes (such as efficiency and low prices), rather than 
on market structures and processes of competition.36 In 
the digital economy, a central concern of those arguing for 
abandoning consumer welfare is the fact that many digital 
services are provided at zero-price to consumers. Where 
the price is zero and consumers “pay” with their attention 
or data for the service and quality is difficult to observe, 
consumers may not be appreciative of their “surplus” or 
the economics of their transaction.37 Another shortcoming 
of the standard is arguably the possibility of its overlooking 
anticompetitive predatory strategies aimed at excluding 
rivals with low prices to consumers.38

For various reasons, a similar debate has not taken hold in 
the EU. First, consumer welfare is one of many goals that 
the EU authorities pursue.39 Second, any consumer welfare 
standard used in the EU always has a broader focus than 
simply price and takes into account other factors including 
choice, quality and innovation.40 

Despite its imperfections and practical difficulties, the 
consumer welfare standard has broad appeal among 
enforcers globally.41 When construed properly to include 
all parameters of competition that matter to consumers, it 
provides legitimacy to competition enforcement for its all-
inclusiveness: Everyone is a consumer. It signifies that the 
purpose of competition law is to protect competition for the 
benefits that it delivers to all citizens as consumers rather 
than protecting competitors for their own sake.42 Consumer 
welfare can also provide a foundational basis for international 
cooperation efforts regarding enforcement actions involving 
multinational businesses in dynamic, global markets.

Competition among firms increases productivity, economic 
growth and choice for customers. Competition enhances 
the productive efficiency of firms and allocative efficiency 
(by enabling more efficient firms to enter and less efficient 
firms to exit the market). Policies that ensure markets 
operate more competitively (e.g. through competition 
law enforcement and removal of regulations hindering 
competition) will generate faster economic growth.26 More 
than 130 jurisdictions around the world have adopted 
competition laws to reap the benefits of a free-market 
economy. This proliferation has resulted from, among other 
things, the uptake of free-market principles, the abolition 
of many legal monopolies, liberalization and international 
agreements favouring free trade.27

There are no binding multilateral competition rules.28 
International organizations such as the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) and the International Competition Network 
(ICN) work to fill the resulting gap. They help competition 
enforcers to reach a common understanding, find common 
principles and enhance international cooperation in 
enforcement. Regional networks such as the ASEAN 
Experts Group on Competition, BRICS competition 
authorities and the European Competition Network pursue 
similar aims.

National competition regimes share important 
commonalities. They almost invariably include prohibitions 
against cartels (anticompetitive agreements and 
arrangements between firms that eliminate competition), 
control of mergers and acquisitions based on their 
competitive effects and action against firms with market 
power for anticompetitive behaviour. Important differences 
exist regarding enforcement: While some jurisdictions (e.g. 
the US) adopt an adjudicative method, others adopt an 
administrative method (e.g. the EU). 

Despite differences in legal texts, most authorities agree on 
the goals of competition law, the principles underpinning 
a sound competition policy and the appropriate tools to 
investigate and assess business practices.29 There is also 
general agreement that competition law and policy should 
“protect competition, not competitors”.30 Economic analysis 
is the dominant methodology: “Competition law is about the 
economic analysis of markets within a legal process”.31 

Evolution of competition law
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Aspects of prevalent digital business models have raised 
competition concerns and questions about the fitness of the 
existing framework. Although many features of the digital 
platform business model are not novel, their combination, 
coupled with the pace of change and the global reach of 
some market players, is challenging for competition authorities 
acting alone.43 Practices raising competition concerns in 
the digital sphere can simultaneously have anticompetitive 
and pro-competitive effects, requiring lengthy enforcement 
procedures under fast-moving market conditions.44 

What, in law, is a platform?

The legal nature of a digital platform or the service it 
provides is an unresolved issue in competition and other 
areas of law. For example, transaction platforms such as 
Apple’s App Store may be considered to be “agents” of 
their suppliers, intermediating transactions between them 
and consumers, or as “retailers”.45 Whereas finding the 
platforms to be agents means that competition law does 
not apply to aspects of the agreement between suppliers 
and the platform, determining that they are retailers means 
that the law does apply.46 Similarly, judging whether 
platforms provide an underlying service to consumers or 
supply a technology service can lead to different outcomes 
(e.g. whether a ride-hailing app is determined to be a 
transport service provider or an information-society services 
provider).47 The legal characterization of digital platforms 
can also lead to business uncertainty, if the same business 
model is characterized in mutually exclusive ways by 
different enforcers or across jurisdictions. For example, a 
platform may be considered an employer of platform users 
on the supply side or a facilitator of a cartel arrangement 
between those users. An employment relationship between 
two parties, similar to an agency relationship, excludes the 
agreement from the application of competition law.48 The 
same parties to the same agreement cannot simultaneously 
be in an employment relationship and a cartel.

Anticompetitive agreements

Anticompetitive agreements distort, restrict or eliminate 
competition through a “concurrence of wills” between 
undertakings.49 Competition laws prohibit such agreements, 
as well as concerted practices, falling short of “agreement”. 
A particular challenge is to establish whether parallel 
conduct by firms in oligopolistic markets (with only a few 
major competitors) results from collusion between the firms 
or is a natural response to the market’s structure.50 While the 
former is prohibited, the competition law approach to the 
latter is more complex. This becomes particularly relevant in 
digital markets, as some of them are oligopolistic. 

Agreements can be anticompetitive where they entail such 
practices as fixing prices between competitors, limiting 
output or imposing price or other sale/supply conditions 
on downstream intermediaries. Some agreements are 
considered to inherently restrict competition, while others 
are deemed to restrict competition only if they demonstrably 
have anticompetitive effects. Jurisdictions differ on the 
categorization of particular agreements. 

Horizontal agreements: agreements among competitors
 
Big data and algorithms enable firms to fine-tune their 
pricing strategies and predict market trends. Digital 
platforms usually involve transparent prices and, sometimes, 
algorithms set prices. Algorithmic pricing can benefit 
consumers by reducing transaction costs or market 
frictions.51 Some business practices involving automated, 
algorithmic pricing decisions may constitute anticompetitive 
agreements. Using algorithms is not new or limited to 
digital businesses, but algorithmic pricing is easier in 
online settings where data-scraping methods allow for 
real-time data collection and automatic and frequent price 
adjustments.52 A major challenge regarding collusion is to 
distinguish between firms’ intelligent and unilateral reactions 
to market conditions to maximize profits and practices 
that result from cooperating with competitors. The use of 
algorithms further complicates this issue. 

Where an anticompetitive agreement exists and algorithms 
monitor or enforce that agreement, the application of 
competition law is relatively straightforward: That computer 
software rather than humans executed the agreement is 
irrelevant in establishing an infringement.53 Algorithmic price-
setting may facilitate collusion by simplifying the monitoring 
and punishment of deviation from a collusive agreement, 
because transparency and quick price changes are collusion 
risk factors.54 However, data and algorithmic pricing 
can also facilitate price discrimination and “personalized 
pricing” (charging customers different prices based on their 
willingness to pay), which reduces the possibility of collusion 
by making it more difficult for competitors to observe and 
detect deviation from a collusive arrangement.55 Similarly, 
sophisticated buyers can use algorithms in their purchasing 
decisions, which can alter the dynamics of their interaction 
with suppliers.56 The most complex scenario is where 
profit-maximizing algorithms reach a collusive outcome 
without an explicit agreement between firms or instructions 
from algorithm designers and where firms are setting prices 
unilaterally.57 Depending on the algorithms and behaviour of 
the firms, competition law may or may not be applicable in 
such scenarios.58 

Globalization, digitalization and 
competition law
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Hub-and-spoke collusion

Digital platforms could coordinate the behaviour of their 
various suppliers (e.g. sellers in a marketplace). This could 
facilitate horizontal coordination with or among suppliers 
through their individual agreements with the platform. For 
example, transaction platforms may be able to facilitate 
collusion among sellers on one side of the market by 
acting as a “hub” for the exchange of information between 
competitors in a collusive agreement. Such a “hub” could 
also be an intermediary that provides the same pricing 
software to competitors. It may be challenging to decide 
whether agreements between such intermediaries and 
suppliers should be assessed as vertical agreements or as 
a hub-and-spoke cartel (which may be prohibited without 
any effects-analysis being required).59 The distinction 
between vertical and horizontal restrictions on competition 
is increasingly blurred in the online context – particularly for 
platforms, due to their cross-market activities.

Vertical agreements: agreements within the supply 
chain

Vertical agreements between firms operating on different 
levels of a supply chain can contain restrictions of 
competition. For example, a manufacturer can impose 
pricing, quantity or territorial restrictions on retailers, 
reducing competition at retail level. For most vertical 
restraints, competition concerns arise only when insufficient 
competition (i.e. market power) exists at one or more 
levels of the supply chain.60 Vertical restraints can generate 
significant efficiencies61 – and consequently are usually 
assessed by an economic analysis of their effects on the 
market. The effects-analysis involves balancing the risk that 
vertical restraints may reduce competition (e.g. by facilitating 
some form of [price] coordination or market foreclosure) with 
their pro-competitive effects (e.g. protecting investments of 
suppliers or distributors in quality improvement or demand-
enhancing services).62 

There have been many enforcement actions regarding online 
vertical restraints. Some involve “resale price maintenance”, 
whereby manufacturers fix the price at which their products 
are advertised or sold online by retailers (e.g. to protect 
brick-and-mortar sales from price competition).63 Others 
concern “most-favoured-nation (parity) clauses”, whereby 
platforms (e.g. online travel agents) seek parity between 
price and other conditions of sales on their platform and the 
supplier’s (e.g. a hotel’s) own website and sales channels 
and/or other platforms.64 Other cases involve “selective 
distribution” arrangements, which may limit the ability of 
distributors to sell online (e.g. online marketplace bans).65 

Most, if not all, of these vertical restraints simultaneously 
generate efficiencies and potentially anticompetitive effects.66 
For example, most-favoured-nation clauses combat the 
risk of disintermediation for transaction platforms, which 
generate revenue only when the transaction is concluded 
on the platform. Similarly, selective distribution or resale 
price maintenance can alleviate free riding on investments 
and higher levels of customer services (including across 
online and offline outlets). Yet the same restraint can 
simultaneously foreclose competition where, for example, 
most-favoured-nation clauses prevent the possibility of 
undercutting an incumbent platform to enter the market. 
These restraints also highlight the increased relevance of the 
dynamics between price competition and competition on 
other aspects such as quality, availability and service level. 
Many of these restraints are attempts at sustaining non-
price aspects of competition in the face of increased price 
competition from online channels. 

Different enforcement approaches have emerged when 
assessing practices with similar effects on competition, due 
to a focus on the form of conduct. Such divergence can 
generate business uncertainty and increase compliance 
costs. Recent decisions in Europe concerning the most-
favoured-nation clauses of online travel agents and other 
platforms (e.g. insurance comparison websites) are cases in 
point.67 A focus on form rather than effects of conduct can 
also engender enforcement errors.

Abuse of dominance: market power and 
unilateral conduct

Rules prohibiting “monopolization” (e.g. in the US) or 
“abuse of a dominant position” (e.g. in the EU) require 
authorities to define the “relevant market” in which the 
firm under investigation competes, assess whether it has 
“market power” and whether it uses that power to engage 
in anticompetitive conduct. Recent debate has focused on 
the use of market power by big tech companies – Google, 
Facebook, Amazon, Apple and Microsoft. However, smaller 
companies can also be subject to these rules if they are 
“big” in a “relevant market”. 

Market definition

The preliminary step of defining the “relevant market” involves 
determining the substitutes that exert competitive pressure 
on the products/services of the investigated company. 

Multisided platforms present difficulties here. For example, 
there is no consensus on whether the two sides of a platform 
are in the same market and in which circumstances.68 This 
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matters not only for assessing market power, but also in 
considering which efficiencies can offset any anticompetitive 
effects of conduct. Digitalization also raises questions 
about whether and when online and offline markets (e.g. in 
advertising) are in the same “relevant market”. 

The fact that many digital platforms charge no monetary 
price to consumers renders traditional market definition 
tools unsuitable. Those tools establish the relevant market 
by investigating which alternatives consumers would switch 
to if the price of the investigated firm’s product/service 
increases by a certain percentage. Certain courts (e.g. in 
the US) have found that where there is no monetary price, 
there can be no relevant market (and thus, no competition 
case).69 Legislators in other countries (e.g. Germany) have 
amended the law to ensure that zero-prices do not prevent 
competition investigations.70

Economists warn against an overly mechanical approach to 
market definition that fails to consider competitive pressures 
outside a market. What matters, irrespective of the specific 
market definition, is considering both the interrelationships 
and interactions between the different sides of a platform. 
In digital markets, it may be impossible to provide well-
defined markets.71

Dominance: significant market power

Market power refers to a firm’s ability to profitably increase 
price above competitive levels for a significant period 
of time.72 It also covers a firm’s ability to influence, to its 
advantage and to the detriment of consumers, other 
parameters of competition, such as output, innovation, 
quality and variety.73 Competition laws do not normally 
prohibit the existence of market power, but rather 
limit the use of market power to foreclose, distort or 
eliminate competition. Acquiring market power through 
competitive means by offering better products/services and 
outperforming rivals is not a competition problem. 

Standard approaches to measuring market power may 
need to be adapted for multisided markets.74 Traditionally, 
the starting point has been the “market share” of the 
investigated company in the “relevant market”. In multisided 
markets, in which prices do not reflect the value of a 
product/service to customers because of network effects 
and/or because of zero-prices, market shares are less 
meaningful.75 In assessing market power in digital markets, 
understanding the pricing structure and business model 
(including the non-price conditions such as quality offered to 
different sides of the market) should be a first step. Focusing 
on one side of the market can over- or underestimate the 
degree of market power by failing to assess the influence of 
competitive conditions on the other side.76 For multisided 
businesses, assessment of market power should involve the 

firm’s market shares in the revenue-generating segments of 
the market.77 Multihoming by customers also matters, as it 
can overcome the tendency of concentration generated by 
network effects.78 The market position of competitors, entry/
expansion barriers and countervailing buyer power are also 
critical in determining market power. 

One contentious issue is whether access to data provides 
a competitive advantage. Some argue that, if data that 
is unavailable to entrants provides a strong competitive 
advantage to the incumbent, its possession may lead 
to dominance.79 Whether data provides a competitive 
advantage depends on data substitutability, data 
complementarity and data returns to scale. Theoretical 
arguments and empirical evidence on this are still scarce 
and equivocal.80 Various types of data can be collected by 
small companies or acquired from the broker industry.81 
The available evidence on the extent to which any data 
advantage of incumbents is insurmountable is arguably 
mixed.82 The disruption of markets by entrants such as 
Airbnb, Uber, Spotify, Snapchat, Tinder and WhatsApp 
suggests that entry is possible, at least in some segments, 
without a data advantage. Further theoretical and empirical 
research is necessary on the types or features of data that 
may constitute entry/expansion barriers and the importance 
of data for establishing market power.

Abusive conduct: exercise of market power

Competition laws prohibit the unilateral exercise of market 
power where this may harm competition. Such harm 
to competition can be “exclusionary”, resulting from 
conduct aimed at eliminating competition from existing 
or potential competitors. In some jurisdictions (e.g. the 
EU, but not the US), “exploitative” use of market power to 
extract advantages from trading partners/customers by, 
for example, charging unfair prices, is also prohibited.83 
Unilateral exercise of market power can involve practices 
that may be unobjectionable for firms without market power.

Abuse of dominance (monopolization) is the least 
consistently enforced area of competition law globally.84 
There is no consensus as to which features of unilateral 
business conduct make it anticompetitive, the relevance of 
the form and effects of conduct, the relevance of harm to 
competitors, the role of justifications (e.g. efficiencies), etc. 
Notably, the EU and the US diverge on the assessment 
of unilateral conduct, with the former adopting a more 
interventionist approach.85 This divergence predates the 
debate surrounding digital markets. Yet it has taken on 
particular significance in digital markets as the technology 
companies pursued in recent European “abuse of 
dominance” investigations have all been US companies, 
adding a political dimension to the controversy.86
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There is broad consensus that conduct is “exclusionary” 
where it harms the competitive process by weakening the 
ability of competitors to compete and it does not constitute 
competition on the merits. Yet there is no consensus as to 
what “competition on the merits” or “harm to competition” 
means.87 In practice, enforcers use proxies, such as 
whether the conduct excludes rivals as efficient as the 
dominant undertaking from the market or whether conduct 
would make any economic sense but for its likelihood of 
excluding competition. In most jurisdictions, the onus is 
on the claimant to prove exclusion/exploitation, which the 
defendant can justify by efficiencies, legitimate business 
justifications, etc. In practice, justifications may be hard 
to prove even in dynamic markets that deliver innovation 
benefiting consumers.88 

Recent high-profile competition cases involving digital 
platforms concern leveraging of market power from one 
market into another; exclusivity arrangements; tying and 
bundling of products/services; combination of user data 
from different sources, etc. The EU and its member states 
(notably Germany) have been particularly active in enforcing 
unilateral conduct prohibitions. Three infringement decisions 
were taken against Google in the EU (regarding search 
and comparison shopping, Android and AdSense) and one 
against Facebook in Germany (regarding data practices).89 
There is also growing impetus for more enforcement action 
against big tech companies in the US.90 Ongoing appeals 
and court proceedings concerning various decisions will 
be instrumental in shaping the future of competition law in 
digital markets.

Whereas some recent decisions regarding unilateral conduct 
in digital markets implement established legal and economic 
theories of harm, others sail into uncharted waters. The 
latter have engendered different outcomes in similar cases in 
different jurisdictions.91 

“Self-preferencing”: This refers to giving “preferential 
treatment to one’s own products or services, or one from 
the same ecosystem, when they are in competition with 
products and services provided by other entities”.92 Such 
theories, developed in the EU, raise questions regarding 
the distinction between legitimate commercial practice 
that pursues self-interest and anticompetitive conduct that 
excludes rivals. Existing models of leveraging market power 
from one market into another, built on the premise that 
markets can be clearly delineated, may be unsuitable for 
digital “ecosystems” with integrated functionalities. Existing 
theories of abusive discrimination and tying and bundling 
may suffer from similar application difficulties.93 “Platform 
neutrality” principles underlying “self-preferencing” theories 
require policy-makers to decide where “competition” ends 
and “regulation” begins.94 

Discrimination: Regarding platforms with a “dual role”, 
which act as an intermediary for third-party suppliers while 
also supplying products/services on their own platform 
(e.g. Amazon Marketplace and Apple’s App Store), 
issues relate to possible discrimination against third-party 
suppliers to boost the platform’s own sales (e.g. through 
rankings). These concerns may additionally involve the use 
of data obtained from sales of suppliers to the platform’s 
advantage.95 There is increased regulatory and enforcement 
action regarding use of market power by platforms with 
respect to their suppliers, particularly in Europe. 

Refusal to supply access by “gateways”: Regarding 
e-commerce, issues may arise concerning access to 
marketplaces that are “gateways” for consumers; access 
to consumer data; access to physical delivery networks 
developed by large platforms, etc.96 Under existing 
competition law frameworks, refusal to provide access or 
supply an input to rivals is generally narrowly construed 
as a potential abuse. This results from the need to protect 
property rights and the possible counterproductive effects 
on innovation and investment incentives.97 Nevertheless, 
where there is an “indispensable” or bottleneck infrastructure 
or intangible property and refusal to supply access would 
restrict most or all competition in a related market, most 
jurisdictions acknowledge a limited obligation to supply 
access.98 Whether the relevant access is “indispensable” 
and whether a given dataset or access to the platform 
constitutes an “essential asset” are crucial factors for the 
legal assessment.99 Implications of such mandatory access 
must also be considered for potential clashes with privacy 
and data protection requirements. 

Exploitative abuse: In Germany, the Federal Cartel 
Office (Bundeskartellamt) recently found that Facebook’s 
data processing policies infringed competition law as an 
“exploitative abuse”, since Facebook’s combining of user 
data from different sources violated data protection rules.100 
The suspension of this decision by a German court suggests 
that, even for businesses that heavily rely on data, irregularities 
under data protection law may not automatically imply 
infringement of competition law.101 Fine-tuning the approach 
to “exploitative abuse” of dominance and the role of platforms’ 
terms and conditions, including data policies, will be 
increasingly important as more enforcers and policy-makers 
scrutinize the relations of platforms with business users.102 

Tying and bundling: Traditionally, these infringements 
require distinct products/services, which are supplied as a 
bundle by a dominant undertaking to leverage market power 
from the dominant market (e.g. shoes) into another market 
(e.g. shoe polish). In digital markets, the limits of different 
products/services in an “ecosystem” (e.g. whether related 
services offered by a platform constitute distinct services) 
and the degree to which any tie is binding on consumers 
may cause difficulty for competitive assessments.103 
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Predatory pricing: The predation theory proceeds on 
the premise that a firm with market power can exclude 
competitors from the market by providing its products/
services at low prices (normally below cost) for a certain 
length of time. E-commerce platforms (e.g. Amazon) and 
disruptive businesses upsetting regulated industries (e.g. 
Uber) in particular have raised concerns.104 Correctly 
identifying predation and distinguishing it from legitimate 
competition – which engenders low prices – is extremely 
difficult, particularly in markets with network effects. For 
platforms in a growing stage, prices below any given level of 
cost signify little.105 Multisidedness and zero-prices on one 
side cause particular difficulty in assessing predatory pricing. 
Providing services at zero-prices should not be considered 
proof of predation but should be examined alongside the 
revenues generated from other sides of the market (e.g. 
advertising).106 Thus, revenues and costs from different sides 
of the market should be considered together.107

Merger control

In the past decade, Google, Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft 
and Apple combined have reportedly made over 400 
acquisitions globally.108 Many mergers raise no competition 
concerns, and the great majority of acquisitions by large 
digital companies have probably been benign or beneficial 
to consumers.109 To date, authorities have cleared all 
mergers involving major digital platforms.110 However, some 
have expressed concern about “kill zones” around big tech 
firms: The idea is that the large digital companies acquired 
start-ups that might be future competitors. Mergers such 
as Facebook/Instagram, Facebook/WhatsApp, Google/
DoubleClick and Google/Waze have attracted particular 
attention in retrospect. Acquisitions of start-ups by 
established technology companies do not always meet 
turnover-based thresholds that trigger merger review and/
or notification requirements because the start-ups do not 
generate significant turnover at the time of acquisition. 
Yet the transaction value of some of these acquisitions 
suggest that the turnover of the start-ups may not reflect 
their (competitive) value.111 This has led some jurisdictions 
to amend their merger control rules and introduce additional 
transaction value-based thresholds.112 

Mergers between established firms and start-ups can 
generate important synergies and efficiencies.113 Technology 
acquisitions normally lead to the target’s integration into the 
acquirer’s ecosystem to provide complementary services, 
rather than “killing” innovation, as has been the case with 
“killer acquisitions” in sectors such as the pharmaceutical 
industry.114 Similarly, start-ups either monetize the user base 
they build in the early stages of product development at a 
later stage or hope to be acquired. Acquisition by a large 
company is an important exit strategy, incentivizing private 
financing of high-risk innovations.115 

Concerns arise when mergers preclude competition in 
concentrated markets, where acquisitions in adjacent markets 
harm downstream rivals or raise entry barriers and prevent 
potential competition from the fringe.116 To assess mergers 
involving incumbents in digital markets, enforcers have to 
predict the evolution of the target firm absent the merger, 
which is particularly difficult when, as is often the case, the 
targets are young firms.117 An ex post review of some digital 
mergers suggests that enforcers need to pay more attention 
to the multisided nature and monetization strategies of the 
businesses by, for example, investigating the effects not 
only on consumers but also on the other side of the market, 
particularly for advertising-funded “free” services.118

Where the merger involves the acquisition of datasets and 
specific data resources held by the target firm, this can have 
pro-competitive effects (e.g. provision of new services) but 
may also beget foreclosure of competition (e.g. through 
control over non-replicable data).119 Various authorities 
have dealt with such cases using the current framework, 
which provides the necessary tools. Similarly, using existing 
frameworks, authorities have considered non-price aspects 
pertaining to data (including privacy) where their market 
investigation revealed such aspects to be a parameter of 
competition and consumer choice.120 In digital markets, it 
may be necessary to examine not just short-term effects, 
but also long-term effects of mergers on competition and 
consumers.121 The same goes for considering innovation 
competition alongside product competition (rather than as 
a separate research and development phase preceding 
product competition), since in digital markets, product 
competition usually is innovation competition.122
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Cross-policy implications

It is important to situate debates on competition and 
digitalization in a broader policy context and understand 
where competition intersects with other objectives. For 
instance, societal concerns about inequality and fairness 
generate discontent at low effective corporate tax rates, 
trade liberalization and globalization more generally. Research 
suggests that retreating from globalization can lead to “a 
smaller (economic) pie, more poorly distributed”, hitting poorer 
countries harder.123 Globalization needs to be complemented 
by better domestic policies (including on tax, labour and 
competition) to ensure that the gains are justly shared.

Meanwhile, trade wars complicate the international aspects 
of competition policy and global competitiveness. The 
multilateral trading system struggles to deal with new 
economic growth models (such as China’s), new business 
realities and protectionist trade policies. The struggle for 
technological dominance partly underlies ongoing trade 
tensions between global powerhouses such as the US 
and China. This interplay between competition, trade and 
industrial policies requires a delicate balancing of interests, 
such as creating “national champions” against enhancing 
productive efficiency. 

Thus far, the digitalization of the economy has been 
led mostly by the developed world, which complicates 
this balancing. On the one hand, digital platforms 
enhance economic development by enabling SMEs in 
developing economies to enter global value chains via 
third-party business-to-business platforms and access 
customers abroad and by facilitating cross-border work 
opportunities.124 On the other hand, developing countries 
are at different levels of preparedness in the move towards 
a digitalized economy. For them, benefiting from digital 
technologies may depend on their having the flexibility 
and policy space to design their economic and industrial 
policies, as well as national regulatory frameworks, to 
promote digital infrastructure and digital capacities.125 
This may require ensuring that trade and investment rules 
do not hamper developing countries’ efforts to keep up 
with the technological revolution.126 Equally, protectionist 
measures are likely to negatively affect economic growth by 
limiting healthy competition between firms and the threat 
of innovative entrants.127 Although “digital globalization” is 
currently expanding, barriers to digital trade can threaten 
this. Tensions concerning data security and privacy risk 
fragmenting “digital globalization”.128

This leads to another challenging interplay, namely that 
between privacy, data protection and competition policies. 
The global trend is to move towards greater privacy 
and data protection rules and international compliance 
frameworks.129 For example, the US Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) recently imposed a record-breaking fine 
of $5 billion and corporate restructuring in a settlement with 
Facebook for privacy violations.130 A major exception to 
this trend is China.131 Data policies are also lacking in most 
developing countries, possibly due to capacity constraints 
rather than choosing less privacy.132

Policy-makers and enforcers globally face the question of 
whether privacy or data protection considerations should 
be part of the competitive assessment of conduct adopted 
by digital businesses, as data is integral to their business 
models. Responses differ between those who view privacy 
as a non-economic matter better dealt with under policies 
other than competition and those who view privacy and data 
policies as part of the economic bargain struck between 
digital service providers and users.133 

From a substantive outcome perspective, these policies 
do not always give the same answer to the same question, 
as they pursue different aims. For example, complex and 
voluminous data protection obligations can adversely affect 
competition if they engender disproportionate compliance 
costs and barriers for SMEs. However, a right to data 
portability provided under data protection rules can have pro-
competitive effects by enabling multihoming and lowering 
entry/expansion barriers for rivals.134 Yet again, a competition 
law remedy requiring access to data by an undertaking’s 
rivals can infringe privacy rules. Ideally, policy responses and 
enforcement at the intersection of privacy, digital security and 
competition should aim to advance each of these interests 
without unnecessarily impinging on the others.135
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There is a spectrum of opinions on the way forward for 
competition policy in digital markets. Jurisdictions such 
as the EU, UK, Australia, Japan, Germany and France are 
exploring potential changes to existing frameworks, having 
moved beyond the question of if to that of how. Recent 
developments in the US also suggest that critical times lie 
ahead, particularly for big tech companies and their business 
models. The proposals for change are not limited to the 
practices of the large players and can have repercussions for 
a range of businesses with digital operations.136

Several in-depth reports have explored various issues and 
proposed recommendations. Existing competition rules and 
frameworks are generally considered adequate, with some 
rethinking needed in areas such as merger control.137 The 
reports proceed on the premise that there has probably been 
under-enforcement and/or that under-enforcement is likely to 
be more costly than over-enforcement in digital markets.138 
The complexity and opacity of some sectors, particularly the 
digital advertising market (providing the main revenue source 
for ad-funded “free” services), is a common concern.139 
Broadly speaking, the recommendations involve a mix of 
regulatory solutions and sharpened competition tools. 

One recurring suggestion is the creation of a specialist digital 
markets unit (within or outside the competition authority) 
or a separate digital authority. Proposed functions include 
developing and applying a “code of conduct” to companies 
that have “strategic market status”; enabling greater personal 
data mobility and systems with open standards; advancing 
data openness where access to data constitutes an entry 
barrier; creating conditions conducive to competition; 
reviewing mergers involving digital bottlenecks; collecting 
data and monitoring developments in digital markets.140 

Other regulatory options include adopting specific rules 
to govern the relationship between platforms and their 
business users. The EU has already taken this step, and 
Japan is expected to follow suit in 2020.141 These rules 
cover a range of measures regarding transparency, terms 
and conditions and ranking practices. Another proposal is to 
create dispute resolution and effective redress mechanisms, 
including ombudsman schemes.142 Data portability, data 
access and data interoperability are all aspects of various 
recommendations.143 Treating digital platforms like utilities 
and applying utility-style regulation or breaking them up to 
regulate them are rejected for being inappropriate in fast-
moving, diverse digital markets.144

Most merger control recommendations do not require 
radical changes to existing frameworks.145 Proposals involve 
more closely examining the long-term effects of digital 
mergers, which include effects on future levels of innovation 
and competition, as well as protecting threats of competition 
that can come from the “fringe”.146 

Regarding enforcement, greater use of interim measures 
by competition authorities is recommended to combat the 
slow-moving nature of enforcement cases.147 More drastic 
suggestions include lowering the standard or reversing the 
burden of proving an infringement or decreasing the level of 
judicial review applied to competition authority decisions.148 
One controversial proposal is to categorize certain unilateral 
conduct in digital markets as presumptively unlawful, with 
the burden of proof shifting to incumbents to show that they 
are pro-competitive.149 

A caveat is necessary. The expert reports are not based on 
empirical studies of the relevant markets and do not contain 
impact assessments of any of the proposed solutions, 
as these were not within their remit. They rely on existing 
theoretical and empirical research and voluntarily submitted 
responses to calls for evidence, where applicable.150 Thus, 
the recommendations must be complemented by robust, 
systematic, empirical studies of the relevant markets and 
impact assessments of the proposals before evidence-led 
changes can be introduced.151 Some authorities (e.g. those 
in the UK and Australia) are already building this evidence 
base through market inquiries and studies.

The way forward will involve a mix of market-driven 
solutions and regulatory solutions alongside the 
use of competition, consumer and data protection 
enforcement tools. The right approach needs to include 
an assessment of which solutions can best optimize the 
benefits of digitalization, at the lowest cost. Accordingly, the 
following recommendations are offered:

1. When it comes to platforms, one size does not fit all. 
Insufficient consideration of the differences among different 
platforms, the multisided nature of businesses or different 
revenue generation models can lead to enforcement 
errors and suboptimal regulatory solutions. A deeper 
understanding of the relevant digital markets, different 
business models and competition in digital markets is 
crucial. Competition authorities should use surveys, market 
studies or market inquiries to this end.152 Existing evidence 
on competition in markets such as the digital advertising 
market or the relationship between concentration levels 
and competition is inconclusive and must be enhanced.153 
Enforcers should improve expertise in data analytics and 
algorithms154 and develop tools to use data for monitoring 
market activities and designing effective remedies. This 
could require the formation of technology units, but creating 
separate digital authorities may not be meaningful as 
digitalization permeates the entire economy.

The way forward
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2. Some competition law tools need rethinking. This 
results from a combination of market features such as 
strong network effects leading to competition for the 
market and oligopolistic market structures and multisided 
business models that differ from traditional models regarding 
value creation, revenue generation and use of data. The 
business models of technology companies challenge 
existing categories of anticompetitive conduct. In many 
digital practices that raise competition concerns, legitimate 
business justifications and efficiencies are closely linked 
to the potential for restricting competition.155 Existing 
economic models used to assess competition may fail to 
capture both the pro-competitive and the anticompetitive 
effects. Traditional tools used to define markets or 
scrutinize mergers and acquisitions may need updating 
to remain effective. The relevance of data for establishing 
market power, the role of intermediaries in vertical supply 
chains, ecosystem- and innovation-driven competition, 
machine-generated outcomes and collusion and theories of 
leveraging market power are aspects of digital competition 
that require more research and broadening of the 
knowledge base in reconfiguring competition policy. 

3. Upending established competition law frameworks 
appears unwarranted. Competition laws contain broad, 
open-ended rules and have been applied to a wide 
range of market practices, including those of technology 
companies and multisided platforms. Competition 
authorities have some of the widest-ranging powers and 
tools of any administrative authority, including powers to 
break up companies, impose behavioural remedies and 
set substantial fines. Whether enforcement is at an optimal 
level is a separate question from whether the law should 
be changed. Upending established legal frameworks 
would require robust evidence that the law systematically 
fails to achieve its aims. This does not appear to be the 
case with competition law.156 Proposals to change existing 
legal standards for proving infringements, for example, 
by adopting presumptions of unlawfulness for unilateral 
conduct or lowering the level of judicial review, must be 
evaluated in the context of the (quasi-)criminal nature of 
competition law sanctions in many jurisdictions (including 
the EU) and rule of law requirements. This is particularly 
pertinent for jurisdictions with administrative enforcement 
models in which the fact-finder is also the decision-maker. 
Similarly, the lack of consensus, in theory and in practice, 
as to the competitive assessment of many digital practices 
cautions against radical changes. Where new rules are 
created, reliance on ambiguous or underdeveloped 
concepts (e.g. “self-preferencing”) should be avoided.

4. Global businesses in global markets require global 
responses. International cooperation in policy-making and 
enforcement in competition and related matters should 
be boosted. Cross-border coordination is essential for 
addressing competition and consumer concerns arising 
from the practices of the leading digital platforms.157 
Developing countries’ capacity constraints are aggravated 
in cases concerning digital markets, due to the data-driven 
nature of the businesses and practices and the necessity 
of enforcing laws against multinationals. International 
cooperation and consensus-building efforts such as 
those promoted by the OECD, UNCTAD and ICN should 
be supported.158 New frameworks for cross-institutional 
cooperation may be necessary where the same practice 
implicates related areas of policy (e.g. competition, 
consumer protection and data protection). The optimal 
balance between competition and regulation regarding 
issues that cut across policies requires further exploration.

5. Predictability and convergence of regimes is 
important for promoting innovation and investment in 
technology. Businesses operating globally are subject to 
more than 130 different competition regimes. Given the 
borderless nature of the technologies involved, the potential 
benefits from an international set of competition rules may 
be greater than before. Not only would international rules 
level the playing field, inject competition into local markets 
and reduce compliance costs, they could also support 
international trade as so many value chains are cross-
border. It may be timely to seek international consensus 
on the driving principles and rules of competition law and 
policy. Such consensus cannot emerge on a new paradigm 
but must be built on existing common ground.159 A properly 
construed consumer welfare standard – which includes all 
relevant parameters of competition, such as price, quality 
and choice – could provide the common ground on which 
to build international principles. 

6. Digital literacy is essential for both consumers 
and business users of digital services for effective 
competition in digital markets. Empowered users – 
consumers and businesses – drive companies to compete, 
innovate and deliver better products and services. However, 
users need to understand what is involved when they 
“choose” to use a given product/service. Transparency is 
also necessary, but in the context of data-driven services, 
transparency without real choice or control is insufficient:160 
“The future of the digital economy relies on trust, by both 
consumers and business users”.161 Improved digital literacy 
coupled with competition policy to reduce entry/expansion 
barriers and encourage multihoming (including through 
data portability and data interoperability) can contribute to 
sustaining competition in the long run.
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7. Competition enforcement and consumer enforcement 
tools are effective complements. In the digital context, 
consumer protection and competition concerns are often 
closely related. Where enforcement powers regarding these 
lie with separate authorities, concentrating them in the same 
authority, or at least ensuring cooperation between the 
authorities, should be considered.

8. Compliance by design can alleviate certain concerns 
before they arise. Regarding algorithms, artificial 
intelligence and privacy concerns, technological capabilities 
can be employed to develop products/services that are 
designed to include various legal considerations. Issues 
concerning algorithmic collusion with rivals and compliance 
with consumer rights, including those about privacy, may 
be largely resolved through product design innovation (e.g. 
through defaults and multilayered click-wrap agreements).162

  
9. Effective long-term solutions may require continuous 
input from stakeholders. Governments and regulators 
are at an “enormous informational disadvantage” relative 
to technology companies.163 This disadvantage can be 
somewhat alleviated through “participative antitrust”, 
where technology companies and other stakeholders 
and government agencies continuously work together 
to establish and fine-tune the rules of the game.164 Such 
an approach could ensure that regulatory solutions or 
enforcement actions are not jeopardized by the speed of 
innovation and are targeted on issues in which market-
driven solutions are unlikely. 

10. Competition authorities should become more 
creative in their approach to enforcement tools and 
remedies. Competition authority intervention normally 
takes a long time – by technology standards – because of 
the necessarily detailed and complex assessments. By the 
time competition enforcement takes place, the market may 
no longer be “relevant” or the harm to competition may be 
irreparable due to the dynamic nature of competition. To 
combat some of these effects, the process for imposing 
interim measures can be improved where it is ineffective. 
Behavioural insights also require consideration by 
enforcers when designing remedies.165 Finally, the “market 
investigation” tool that some enforcers (e.g. the UK’s 
Competition and Markets Authority) have at their disposal 
enables authorities to impose changes in the competitive 
conditions of a market without pursuing enforcement 
actions. This may be highly effective in dynamic and complex 
markets to restore competition, combat entry/expansion 
barriers and address consumers’ behavioural biases. Market 
investigations may prove invaluable when there are problems 
with how competition operates on a market as a whole and 
may be an essential tool in the arsenal.
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